CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter the writer presents the conclusion and suggestion based on the data that has been analyzed.

5.1 Conclusion

This study describes the language choice used by the main characters in “Lost in Love”. In analyzing the data, the writer uses some theories as stated in chapter two. The language choice theory which is taken from Janet Holmes theory and which focuses on domain, relates the social factor and social dimension.

The writer analyzes the data using social factor and social dimension. The result of the study shows that the main characters used different languages in different domains. They speak Indonesian, English and French. They speak different languages based on different addressee, setting and topic. Based on the result of analysis, the writer shows that each main character has different dominant languages. As mentioned, the dominant language choice used by Adit in all of domains is Indonesian, the dominant language choice used by Tita in all of domains is Indonesia and the dominant language choice is different when speaker is Tita. However, the dominant language choice used by Alex is English.

Furthermore, language choice found that the language which is mostly used by all the main characters is Indonesian because it is the national language while the
setting is in Paris. Indonesian can be understood by all the main characters, for example when Adit talks to Tita. It is different when Alex talks to Tita. He uses English because it is an international language then English as bridge language. Moreover, the main characters use French when they talk with Paris citizen.

However, the dominant social factors which is contributes in language choice are participants or addressee. However, the dominant social dimension is a social distance scale such as high solidarity or low solidarity.

5.2 Suggestion

This section the writer advises to the reader especially for student of English Department of State Islamic University of Sunan Ampel to study hard about Sociolinguistic. One part of sociolinguistic is language choice. There are a lot of language choice which are being discussed in this study such as domain, social factor and social dimension. However, the writer knows that there is limitation on this study. Practically, this study helps sociolinguistics researcher and it will help the reader to define or give information about language choice.